The denition of valid and robust methodologies for assessing the authenticity of digital information is nowadays critical to contrast social manipulation through the media. A key research topic in multimedia forensics is the development of methods for detecting tampered content in large image collections without any human intervention. This paper introduces AMARCORD (Automatic Manhattan-scene AsymmetRically CrOpped imageRy Detector), a fully automated detector for exposing evidences of asymmetrical image cropping on Manhattan-World scenes. The proposed solution estimates and exploits the camera principal point, i.e., a physical feature extracted directly from the image content that is quite insensitive to image processing operations, such as compression and resizing, typical of social media platforms. Robust computer vision techniques are employed throughout, so as to cope with large sources of noise in the data and improve detection performance. The method leverages a novel metric based on robust statistics, and is also capable to decide autonomously whether the image at hand is tractable or not. The results of an extensive experimental evaluation covering several cropping scenarios demonstrate the eectiveness and robustness of our approach.
Introduction
Automatic methods able to detect forgeries in digital images are fundamental to counter the ever-increasing production and spread of fake imagery through the media. Image forensic methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] try to solve this problem by observing distinctive traces left by manipulation operations. Depending on 5 the exploited evidences, forensic methods can be broadly classied into signalbased and scene-based. The former look for invisible footprints introduced in the signal statistics, like demosaicing artefacts [8] , sensor noise [9] , or compression anomalies [10, 11, 12] . Scene-based methods try instead to detect inconsistencies left directly within the elements of the depicted scene, such as shadows [13], 10 lighting [14, 15, 16] , or object perspective and geometry [17, 18, 19, 20] . Across the years, a great attention has been devoted to signal-based approaches with interesting results, even in automatic frameworks. Nevertheless, these methods are often ineective when the investigated content undergoes a processing chain (e.g., ltering, resizing and compression) that may partially or completely spoil 15 the traces left by previous operations [21] . On the other hand, scene-based solutions can cope eortlessly with non-native contents, but they are not popular yet in the forensic domain, as they usually require specic features that are both dicult to detect and prone to noise, thus making it quite arduous to avoid altogether manual intervention. This implies several limitations in the 20 assessment of scene-based tools, mainly due to i) human subjectivity in the data selection process, ii) dependency of results on external conditions (e.g., display and ambient light conditions), iii) impossibility of testing the technique on large amounts of heterogeneous data.
Cropping is a simple yet powerful way to maliciously alter the content and 25 the meaning of an image, as shown in Fig. 1 . Despite its communication impact, this kind of forgery has historically been less investigated by the forensic community than other image manipulations like splicing, copy-move or removal.
Signal-based methods for cropping detection were proposed that look for block- ing artefacts arising from image compression [22, 23] . On the scene-based side, 30 a semi-automatic approach to cropping detection based on the exploitation of vanishing points was recently proposed in [24] .
Dierently from our previous work [25] , that mainly focuses on a reliability analysis of principal point estimation in a forensic scenario, conducted on synthetic data and validated manually on few real scenes, in this paper we 35 introduce a new cropping detector that treasures the ndings of [25] . Our detector works on single images of Manhattan-World scenes [26] (i.e. scenes of man-made environments that typically include buildings or structure shaving three main orthogonal directions) and exploits the camera principal point as scene-level trace. The main novelties of this new approach are twofold. On the 40 one hand, it is fully automatic, and avoids by itself intractable images, thus improving detection performance. On the other hand, it is highly reliable, thanks to the introduction of robust estimation techniques and of a specially designed metric for the assessment of image integrity. The results of a comprehensive experimental campaign show the eectiveness of the approach. 45
The paper is organized as follows. The next Section provides the reader with 
The Principal Point and its use in Forensics 55
The principal point (PP) is an image point dened as the foot of the perpendicular from the camera centre to the image plane [27] . In pristine images, this point is very close to the image center, i.e., the point where the image diagonals meet. After any asymmetrical cropping manipulation, the image center moves to a new position determined by the new image dimensions while PP, being a 60 camera-related parameter, remains still. AMARCORD leverages this invariance property of PP for detecting asymmetrical cropping based on the discrepancy between PP and the image centre.
PP estimation is a known topic in computer vision and photogrammetry, strictly related to the camera calibration problem. When the camera is available, 65 accurate o-line techniques exploiting a known pattern in the scene can be used to calibrate it [28] . The calibration problem can also be solved in the absence of the original camera, provided that images taken with that camera are available, in which case the problem is better known as self-calibration.
Several self-calibration techniques exist, which dier according to the type of 70 visual data (videos, image collections, single images) and operating conditions (e.g., in a video, xed vs changing camera parameters) [29] . Self-calibration of single images typically relies on a priori information about the scene structure, which can be exploited to infer the calibration parameters [30, 31] . Structural information of special relevance to applications is that of Manhattan-World 75 scenes [26] , where it is assumed that the scene includes man-made structures like buildings, giving rise to sets of lines having mutually orthogonal directions in 3D [32, 33] . These lines, once projected onto the image plane using a pinhole camera model, can be used to estimate the vanishing points (VPs) of the scene:
Indeed, all the lines sharing the same 3D direction project onto a single VP 80 in the image. For Manhattan-World scenes, which are composed of cube-like structures, most of the image lines are projections of three mutually orthogonal 3D directions, and calibration informationincluding PPcan be extracted from a triangle whose vertexes are the VPs related to those directions (see Fig. 2 , and also [27, Ch. 8] for mathematical details). 85 Figure 2 : (Best viewed in color) Example of pin-hole projection of a cube-like object, from a camera center C. The 3D cube projected onto the image plane gives rise to an image where lines sharing the same 3D direction converge towards three vanishing points (red in V P 1 , green in V P 2 , and blue in V P 3 ). From these points the main camera parameters (i.e., the focal length f and the principal point P P ) can be estimated.
Transferring to the forensic domain computer vision techniques, which typically assume genuine images, make the task of camera calibration (and specifically PP estimation) even more challenging. Indeed, in standard computer vision one is legitimate to use default settings to ease, improve and even avoid parameter estimation. For example, PP is often initially assumed to be in the 90 image center, and then either used as is or slightly rened. Conversely, in common forensic scenarios, only images of unknown origin are available, and no a priori assumptions can be made about parameters, nor it is possible to rely on metadata (e.g., EXIF data), which could also have been manipulated. This means that any parameter to be exploited for tampering detection must be 95 extracted directly from (possibly manipulated) image data, without any prior information about it.
Concerning PP, only a few published methods exist that try to exploit it as a clue for tampering detection. In [34] the authors presented a method based on the estimation of the homography that maps the eyes of a person onto the image 100 plane. PP is then recovered by homography decomposition (supposing the focal length is known) and exploited for splicing detection. In [24] , PP is estimated from three vanishing points related to mutually orthogonal directions using a set of manually selected image lines, and then exploited to detect cropping on Manhattan World scenes based on the Euclidean distance between PP and the 105 image center. Slightly dierent, yet still related to this topic, is the approach described in [35] , where the direct observation of vanishing points of buildings in the 3D scene is proposed as tampering detection feature in the place of PP.
Automatic Detection of Asymmetrical Cropping
AMARCORD is designed to detect evidence of cropping in a large collec-110 tion of images. This requires that the algorithm must operate in an automatic way, being also capable to decide autonomously whether the image at hand is tractable (i.e., it meets the Manhattan-world scene assumption) or not.
After detection of straight lines (see Sect. 3.1), these are clustered in order to estimate a set of three vanishing points related to mutually orthogonal directions 115 in 3D (see Sect. 3.2). Evidence of cropping is then established with a statistical analysis of a cloud of putative PPs extracted from the image (see Sect. 3.3).
The heuristic criteria introduced to discard intractable images are discussed in Sect. 3.4. Robust computational techniques are employed throughout the algorithm, so as to cope with large sources of noise in the data and improve 120 detection performance.
Line Segment Detection and Clustering
Line segments are obtained as a map of one-pixel thick edges by applying the Canny edge detector [36] followed by non-maxima suppression. Connected components are found using ood-ll, and split into straight edges based on the 125 standard deviation of the tted lines [37] . Fig. 3 shows an example of detected line segments superimposed to the image. Given N detected image line segments, these are clustered according to the VPs they converge to. This is achieved through simultaneous estimation of multiple models with J-Linkage [38] . M initial VP candidates are determined 130 as the intersection of two randomly selected line segments. A N × M preference matrix P is built, where P i,j is the preference score of the i-th edge for the j-th VP. P i,j is set to 1 if the distance between the i-th line segment and the j-h VP is below a consensus threshold, otherwise it is set to 0.
Under the assumption that edges converging to the same VP tend to have 135 similar preference sets (i.e., rows of the preference matrix P ), line segments are clustered by an iterative aggregation procedure based on the Jaccard distance [38] . The process ends when the distances between clusters are maximized, returning as output collections of lines converging to the same VP. Notice that J-Linkage can produce dierent outputs for a xed given input, due to the random 140 
Extraction of the VP triplet and estimation of PP
Based on the idea that in Manhattan scenes most of the lines usually belong 150 to three dominant orthogonal directions (e.g., the sides of a building), AMAR-CORD chooses as VP candidates related to mutually orthogonal directions those originated from the most populated clusters returned by J-Linkage. 
The intersection point v k , i.e., the VP of the k-th cluster, can be obtained by 160 solving the linear system Av k = 0 by least squares, where v k is expressed in homogeneous coordinates. This rst linear VP estimate can be then be rened by iterative non-linear optimization [27] .
Notice that in practical scenarios the intersection of more than two concurrent lines inside a cluster is not unique, since noise can perturb line detection 165 accuracy (see the detail of Fig. 5 ). In [25] we showed that well-spaced lines reduce the VP estimation error and that, on the other hand, employing many near-to-parallel lines does not improve on VP estimation, but only increases the computational time. Therefore, in AMARCORD we limit to t = 20 the maximum number of lines per cluster to be used for estimating each VP. To obtain a 170 subset of well spaced lines, we adopt the following line selection scheme. First, we compute the vanishing angle [25] , i.e., the maximum possible angle among those obtained by intersecting pairwise all the lines in the cluster, and split it into t − 1 angular sectors. Then, for each sector we select the line that is closest to the bisector. 175
Once the three mutually orthogonal VPs are obtained, PP is estimated by solving a linear system [27] . Explicitly, each pair of VPs, (v i , v j ), with i = j, 
where K is a camera calibration matrix with three degrees of freedom (focal length, plus the two coordinates of PP). The three VPs suce to estimate 180 (KK T ) −1 and eventually K (hence PP) by Cholesky factorization.
Cropping detection based on a statistics-aware metric
After PP estimation, a simple way to decide whether the image was cropped or not is to evaluate the normalized Euclidean distance
between the principal point p and the camera center c, where normalization is 185 done w.r.t. the diagonal of a w × h image [24, 25] . The larger is the distance, the more probable is that a cropping event has occurred. This Monte Carlo simulation conrms the fact that horizontal uncertainty in PP estimation is very large. Indeed, the cloud is highly scattered along the horizontal direction, with some PPs located very far away from the ground 205 truth, and others quite near to it, hence closer to the true solution than the PP estimated one-shot. Notice that, although both clouds contain the ground truth solution, in neither 210 case the one-shot solution coincides with it.
The above observations inspired us to introduce a new metric for the cropping problem, which is based on a whole cloud of PPs obtained by a Monte Carlo process similar to the one described above. Unlike the Euclidean distance, which implicitly assumes that PP is a deterministic variable, our metric 215 regards each of the cloud points as a sample of the statistical distribution of PP, considered here as a random variable. The new metric, referred to as D p% , is computed in two steps. First, the distribution of the Euclidean distance between PP and the image center is estimated by using all the PPs in the cloud.
Then, D p% is estimated as the value corresponding to the p-th percentile of the 220 distance distribution. The best percentile value p was obtained experimentally, as reported in Sect. 4.3.
Opt-out criteria for improved reliability
AMARCORD is deemed to give erroneous results on images characterized by lack of detectable lines or, on the opposite, an excessive number of lines not 225 belonging to mutually orthogonal directions. Other critical images are those exhibiting extreme viewpoints (with one or more VPs going to innity) or depicting non-Manhattan scenes.
In order to automatically detect the above conditions, we introduced the following two heuristic criteria to check the status of AMARCORD at runtime. 230 If either of these criteria is not satised, the analysis is aborted and the input image is labelled as intractable. This simultaneously reduces the computation time by avoiding to analyze in detail inappropriate image content while processing a large collection of casual images, and helps increasing cropping detection reliability by reducing false alarms. 235
Max Angle. As reported in [39] , a triangle joining vanishing points related to three mutually orthogonal directions in the 3D space can't have angles wider than 90 • . If AMARCORD nds such a conguration for the computed VPs, the image is discarded immediately, without wasting additional time on its analysis. Max Dist. As shown in the Appendix, the distance between the ground truth 
Since AMARCORD is assumed to handle cropping factors up to 50%, with maximum expected distance equal to S(1/2) = 0.5, the image at hand is discarded without entering the Monte Carlo analysis if the one-shot distance D 2 (p, c) of if Size(K) ≥ 3 then 6: 19: return −1
In Figure 8 the block diagram of the whole AMARCORD framework is shown, complete with opt-out checking. We also report a pseudo-code version of AMARCORD in Alg. 1. uncertainty regions. Note that all the man-made datasets available online (YDB, PKU, and TVPD) do not specify whether the images are camera-native or have been previously processed. In order to make a fair comparison between AMAR-CORD and the signal-based method of [22] (see Sect. 4.9) we created a new dataset of man-made scenes, named Florence Buildings (FLB). Using a Canon 270 5D Mark II camera, we captured 94 raw images of man-made environments, with a resolution of 5616x3744 pixels, and then we saved them with jpeg compression using two quality factors: 50 and 90. Note that we do not provide ground-truth lines for this new dataset. Finally, we built a Natural dataset (NAT), composed by scenes not satisfying the Manhattan-World assumption, 275 to test the system capability to exclude intractable input; these images were gathered from the VISION dataset [43] by manually selecting scenes without man-made structures. Evaluating dierent cropping percentages is motivated by the fact that wider cropping should theoretically be easier to detect as PP is farther from the image centre, but in practical situations strongly cropped images present less visible edges to be detected, thus making it more dicult to apply AMARCORD. 290 Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of each dataset. In order to improve readability of this section, in Table 2 we summarize the dierent experimental setups, reporting for each test a brief description, the used data, and other relevant information. 
Experimental Results

Selection of percentile for D p%
310
To select the best percentile p for the novel metric introduced in Sec. 3.3 we run AMARCORD on YDB, PKU, and TVPD with all crop percentages, varying p ∈ [5, 50], with steps of 5. Results are scored with the obtained AUC. Note that we do not use any of the criteria introduced in Sect. 3.4. In Table 4 we report all the AUCs obtained. 315 
Cropping detection results
Hereafter we report the results obtained on YDB, PKU, TVPD, and NAT datasets. For each test we report performances as ROC and AUC obtained using both metrics: D 2 and D 15% . Note that AMARCORD with the D 2 metric 325 can be seen as a fully automatic version of the semi-automatic solution proposed in [24] . Only for the YDB, PKU, and TVPD datasets we report also results obtained using the ground-truth lines and clustering, since those information are obviously missing for the NAT dataset. Notice also that, for the sake of brevity, we present here only results for upper-left asymmetric crops, since we observed 330 that dierent cutting orientations produce very similar results. These results are obtained by setting to innity both the opt-out thresholds of Sect. 3.4 (see Sect. 4.10 for the results obtained by introducing opt-out criteria).
In table 5 we report AUC values obtained with the dierent setups (metric/cropping percentage) on the four datasets. Then, Fig. 9 presents ROC curves 335 for YDB. Similarly, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show ROCs respectively for PKU and TVPD. Finally, Fig. 12 reports ROCs for the NAT dataset.
As can be observed, all the Manhattan-world datasets present similar performance with PKU showing slightly inferior AUCs. Also, the newly introduced metric D 15% always obtains higher AUC w.r.t. the more classical D 2 and, as expected, 340 using ground-truth information, results generally improve (+0.15 in average).
This suggests that the main criticism of the AMARCORD pipeline is in the extraction and clustering of image lines: For this reason in the next section (Sect. 4.5), we will present tests aimed at better assessing the main source of
errors. 345
Finally, results on natural images (NAT) are close to random guess, since these input are not tractable by AMARCORD. As described in Sect. 3.4, some heuristics can be dened to let the system discard unwanted inputs. In Sect. 4.10, the eectiveness of such criteria is demonstrated experimentally. In this test we use the ground-truth lines as input, while not using the information regarding their VPs association. In this way, we can better assess J-Linkage line clustering performance independently from the line detection algorithm. In Table 6 AUCs obtained for YDB are shown, while we report in the additional material all the related ROC plots. As can be noticed, AUC values 355 are very close to those reported in the upper part of Tab. 5 (using ground-truth lines) for YDB, since performance decreases by only 0.0101 in average. However, note that the ground-truth lines include only segments belonging to one of the three dominant orthogonal directions, and no distractor lines are present, while in the fully automatic approach distractor linesrelated to other 360 3D directionsare also present. In our opinion, the most critical aspect of the automatic pipeline is indeed the inclusion of noisy line segments into the analysis: In future work we will address this issue more deeply, trying to devise a learning-based method to discard distractor lines. In order to evaluate the robustness of our method against counter-forensics approach such as recompressionthat for example could spoils the blockingartefacts traces used by signal-based methods (e.g. [22, 23] , see also Sect. 4.9)
all the dataset images have been uploaded and downloaded from Facebook, thus being recompressed automatically by the social network. 370
Results on recompressed images are reported in Table 7 while ROC plots are shown in the additional material. Note that, within the pipeline, the automatic line detection is the only step that can be strongly aected by image recompression. So we limit this test on the fully automatic pipeline, without considering ground-truth lines. 375 
Results on enhanced images
In this Section we present results on a dierent counter-forensic attack: im-age enhancement. In particular, we chose to apply on each image of the YDB, PKU, and TVPD datasets (and on the relative cropped probes) an equalization of the lighting channel: rstly the image is mapped from the RGB to the HSL 385 color space, then the L-channel is equalised, and nally the image is reported back to the RGB space. It can be seen by comparing Fig. 13 (a) and 13(b) (and in their zoomed version in Fig. 13(d) and 13(e)), that the the transformation above causes strong variations to the image appearance, with dierent colors and slightly sharper edges. Enhanced probes are then saved as jpeg with a 390 quality factor of 100. Table 8 reports the obtained AUCs (ROC plots for each datasets can be found in the additional material). It can be noticed that results after image enhancement are very close to those reported in Sect. 4.4 with native images: Except for two cases on YDB, performance drops only slightlyin average a reduction of 0.03 on the AUC. Note also that the D 15% metric still 395 show better results than D 2 . For each AUC we show in parentheses the dierence w.r.t. the results reported in Tab. 5).
Performance is quite stable, with a dierence of at most 0.07.
Metric Crop%
YDB PKU TVPD Fig. 13(f ) ), applying this transformation results in blurred images with soft edges, as with the defocus eect. AUC results are reported in Table 9 , while ROC plots are attached in the additional material. Even in this case AMARCORD shows stable results, insensitive to the ltering operation: indeed only slight reduction in AUC are found, with an 405 average reduction of 0.02. 
Comparison vs signal-based cropping detector
With this test we aim at comparing AMARCORD against the cropping detector presented in [22] . Dierently from our solution, Bruna et al. [22] propose a signal-based method that exploits the blocking artefacts left by the jpeg com-410 pression: Using a pair of high pass lters (once for each image dimension), the traces of DCT quantization are enhanced. Then, using an ad hoc metric, the system computes a measure of the blockiness eect, and nally the starting location of the blocking artifact is found as a 2D vector. If a value greater than zero is found, a crop is detected. 415
As anticipated earlier, we do not know if the YDB, PKU and TVPD dataset include native or pre-processed images. Therefore, in order to conduct a fair comparison with [22] , we built a new dataset, named Florence Building (FLB), composed of 94 images acquired with a Canon 5D Mark II camera. Images are rstly saved in raw cr2 format, then compressed with jpeg using quality 420 factors (QF) 50 and 90. Then images are cropped as described in Sect. 4.1 using all three cropping percentages (20%, 35%, and 50%), and saved in png to avoid a second compression (in order to match the experimental setup of [22] ).
Note also that we added a random cropping between 1 and 7 pixels to avoid the production images with dimensions multiple of 8 (in this case the detector 425 of [22] is spoiled). In order to produce a score to be evaluated with a ROC curve, given the peak location (p x , p y ) we compute a score s = max(p x , p y ).
The Native columns of Tab. 10 reports the obtained AUC (ROC plots can be found in the additional material). Note that, for sake of brevity, we included results only for our D 15% . 430 
Evaluation of the opt-out criteria 440
In this section we present results obtained after including the two heuristic opt-out criteria presented in Sect. 3.4, namely MaxAngle and MaxDist. Table 11 summarizes the results obtained on all datasets by setting the thresholds to their theoretical values T h M axAng = 90 and T h M axDist = 0.5. AUCs improve both for D 2 and D 15% for all cropping percentages and for all the Manhattan-445 world datasets. On the other hand, as a result of opt-out analysis, some of the dataset images were labelled as intractable, with a number of discarded images increasing with the amount of cropping. Notice that opt-out criteria are not only good at improving performance on man-made data (by reducing the false alarm rate), but they are also quite eective in discarding natural 450 images, with correct detection rates of more than 90%. Table 12 reports the results obtained by slightly relaxing the opt-out thresholds from their theoretical values. Note that, since after opt-out very few Natural images remain, we do not compute the related AUCs, completely unreliable to assess performance.
The new set of thresholds, namely T h M axAng = 95 and T h M axDist = 0.7, has 455 the benecial eect of reducing the number of discarded images on man-made datasets, virtually without any loss of AUC performance. The natural image rejection rate is not aected by the change of thresholds. Table 11 : Cropping detection AUCs, obtained with D 2 and D 15% , and percentage of discarded probes using T h M axAng = 90 and T h M axDist = 0.5. Note that the percentage of discarded images is related to both metrics.
Metric
Crop% YDB PKU TVPD NAT 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents a fully automated cropping detector for Manhattan 460 scenes, based on the estimation of the camera principal point. Line segments are detected and clustered to locate three dominant vanishing points in the scene using computer vision techniques, and eventually estimate the principal point.
A new metric, referred to D p% , based on a Monte Carlo analysis and taking into account the statistical distribution of the principal point regarded as a random 465 variable, is also introduced and discussed. Moreover, heuristic opt-out criteria for improving the method reliability are proposed and evaluated.
Experimental results on several dierent datasets show the eectiveness of the proposed framework. In particular, D 15% achieves the best results, improving signicantly over the standard D 2 metric. Also, our solution ehibited a 470 high degree of robustness against counter-forensics attacks (e.g. recompression, enhancement, and ltering), dierently from signal-based method for cropping The cropping score is 0 for pristine images (α = 0), and goes to innity for a cropping factor α → 1.
